
Welcome to Hotel cHandler
Discover a secret gem in the heart of Manhattan



discover our neigHborHood
Hotel Chandler, a member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World, is located in New York City’s Flatiron 
neighborhood between the Empire State Building, Madison Square Park and Times Square; within walking 
distance of the city’s premier business and leisure destinations. 



WHere traditional style and contemporary comfort meet
Our hotel lobby offers custom-designed treats, such as an 18th-century clock hands and a mangrove tree root lamp
set amongst a soft pallet of calming oak paneled walls and limestone flooring.



designed for discovery
Hotel Chandler’s design revives and refreshes guests to prepare for a day in the city. Unique design elements, 
combined with a variety of furniture, lighting fixtures and textures, are designed for discovery, much like
Manhattan itself.



stunning guestrooms
Elegantly appointed Superior, Deluxe and Premium guestrooms designed in signature New York City style. 
Offering a quiet, welcoming oasis away from the busy streets of the city.



luxurious suites
Our spacious Executive Suites and Chandler Suites are sophisticated yet inviting, blending century-old design 
elements with modern furnishings.



Hotel cHandler restaurant
Fresh, Innovative and Flavorful. Hotel Chandler—serving seasonally inspired dishes in an intimate 50-seat 
environment.



meeting and event space
Hotel Chandler can accommodate events and meetings for up to 30 people. Whether you are looking for an 
intimate setting for a private event with bespoke menus or a state-of-the-art meeting space with the latest 
technology and natural light.



Hotel cHandler
A member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World and 
Triumph Hotels

location
On East 31st Street between Madison and Fifth Avenues 
in the Flatiron Neighborhood, prominently located in the 
epicenter of Manhattan

guest rooms and suites
148 Rooms and Suites, 135 Bedrooms, 8 Executive Suites, 
5 Chandler Suites
All guestrooms and suites are non-smoking

meeting and event space
State-of-the-art meeting space and private dining 
accommodating up to 30 people

contact
Telephone: +1 212 889 6363
Reservations: +1 866 627 7847
Email: Sales@HotelChandler.com
Website: www.HotelChandler.com
Ownership: www.TriumphHotels.com

Hotel cHandler
12 East 31st Street (between Madison and Fifth Avenues)
New York, NY 10016, USA
T: +212 889 6363   R: +1 866 627 7847
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